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Introducing our new

industrial series
This new lightweight van body from ITB was designed for the rough roads, for the
long-hauls, for the day in and day out grinds you need it for. Plus, it’s competitively
priced so you can add to your fleet while keeping an eye on your bottom line.
Top-quality performance and tough like the day is long – this body more than
just delivers the goods.
Contact us for a quote today.
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you can put this body

to work
International Truck Body has been building high-quality aluminum truck bodies since
1972 and our tradition of innovation and quality continues today. We use the best
materials and ﬁnest craftsmanship in all of our aluminum dry-freight trucks. And,
we stand behind our products by offering an industry-leading two-year limited
warranty on our Industrial Series of dry freight truck bodies.
Pure Strength
Durable materials, innovative design,
and an attention to detail. Not only do
we build it, International Truck Body
builds it better – and building strong
truck bodies is something that we
know a lot about… after all we have
been doing it for 43 years. By combining
top quality design and construction
techniques with the best materials
available, we are able to manufacture
a truck body worthy of carrying the
contents you’ll be transporting.

down to the details
When it comes to the details, the
ITB Industrial Series leaves nothing
to chance. By offering more standard
features than our competitors with
no additional cost, we ensure that
you get the best value for your next
truck body.
What the rest tack on as expensive
extras our Industrial Series includes
standard:
• Domestically harvested oak
hardwood ﬂoor
• Translucent fibreglass roof
• Stainless steel rear frame
• Full 12” extruded aluminum front
radius with recessed LED lights
• Vertical posts 16” on centre

All of our rear frames are stainless
steel because even the best paint job
will chip and flake from use and
abuse through the rear door opening.
It’s all about the details.

Heavy-duty cast aluminum upper
corner caps also offer superior
impact resistance. These proprietary
caps add structural integrity to our
front assembly; they don’t just cover
the hole. The ITB Industrial caps also
overlap all mating surfaces making
replacement easy and fast.

A translucent fibreglass roof
improves visibility in the truck box and
is designed to withstand years of
harsh weather conditions.

Absolute Quality
In addition to the features listed
above, every ITB Industrial body is
built with the following features:
• Five front vertical stiffeners plus two
stiffeners integrated into the extruded
corner posts provide a rigid front end

The world’s smallest recessed LED
clearance lights plus a sealed wiring
harness with a return ground wire
result in the most damage resistant,
reliable clearance/marker lights in
the industry.

• All ITB Industrial van bodies use a
consistent 2” rivet pattern on the
sides and front for drum tight
construction. Our sides and front are
manufactured on a state of the art
automated machine that punches
the holes, feeds the rivets, and sets
the rivets in one action.
With every truck body we have built
over the past 43 years, our customers
expect quality, durability and attention
to detail. This tradition continues to
be our main focus with the Industrial
Series of truck bodies.

Our 12” extruded aluminum front
radius is the stiffest, most impact
resistant, and most aerodynamic in
the industry. Put an ITB Industrial van
body next to another brand after both
have been in service for five years and
you’ll see the advantage an extrusion
has over a rolled piece of skin.
Extruded aluminum front corner
posts also provide superior impact
resistance and a strong structural
attachment to the side assemblies
for a stiffer, stronger front end.

Industry Leading

We know everyone wants
peace of mind, that’s why
we have you covered.

Contact us for technical
specs or a quote today!
international
truck body

whether you are heading into the
wind or restraining a load from
the inside.

1601 Church Avenue, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada R2X 1G9
(204) 786-6238
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